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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1. Background

In the last decades, there has been much research on the identification

of the factors of time and cost overruns on projects worldwide influence.

Project management is very important because project management related to

the planning that have been done in a project for overall projects. Project

management of institution's membership increase of 50,000 in 1996 to more

than 270,000 in 2008. In addition, the majority of this increase is an example

of information technology, with the potential for substantial further growth.

Furthermore, the use of a shorter life cycle for products and services led to an

increase in the implementation of project management in the development of

new products and services. Also, changes in company because new

technologies, intense competition, and more customers and achieve

organizational change requires the role of professional management in a

project to make sure that the project completion time schedule and also the

cost will fit to budget (Strength and Fischer, 1985).

There are many cases that projects fail to be done in time, for

example, only 35% of software development projects completed on time.

Completion of this project is the chances are, one possible solution is to

accelerate the timing of activities, or crashing. In practice, crashing usually

achieved through the commitment of additional resources, such as personnel,
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equipment, and budget, each activity. This leads to an important trade-off

between the time of completion and costs in decision making crashing

(Klastorin 2004, Kerzner 2009).

If time or very predictable deterministic activity, could be made

efficient use of optimization models. However, in most projects random

variations in the activity to threaten the overall project schedule delays.

Herroelen and Leus (2005) provide the main cause project failure (Hughes,

1996).

Critical Path Method (CPM) is one method that can be used for

planning, management and monitoring of the project which is the most

commonly used systems in the network project. Through CPM, the working

area can be optimized and the cost and time can be reduced. Sunita and

Snigdha (2013) study of the analysis of the CPM-Rinjlai Rolai Road

Construction. Based on the data-center projects empirical section Rinjlai road

construction, where the raw materials are available in different mines provide

different options for contractors. Given the project as a network, we use CPM

techniques in an attempt to get the critical path of the network and suggest the

best approach, to get the materials and construction of roads under other

constraints. They use crashing to reduce project completion time. The

solution used to wear a shorter turnaround time than the actual time taken by

the project. For this purpose, he uses not only to minimize bumping economic

time, but also to identify the appropriate means of previously ignored by the
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contractor which resulted in the required time schedule and cost less than that

taken by the CPM solutions.

Lacouture et al (2009) to evaluate the feasibility of using Fuzzy

mathematical models to Determine the construction schedule and evaluate

contingencies created by compression and schedule delays due to unexpected

shortage. Tissue was analyzed using three methods: the manual calculation of

critical path method scheduling, Primavera project management software and

mathematical models using Software Optimization Programming Language.

Fuzzy mathematical models that allow optimization of multi-purpose project

schedule into account constraints such as time, cost, and unexpected shortages

of materials used to verify the methodology commonly used to find the

minimum turnaround time for projects. Also uses heuristic research

procedures for the allocation of material and sensitivity analysis to examine

five cases of shortage of materials, which increases construction costs and

delaying the project completion time. From the results obtained during the

investigation of research, a set that not only is there a shortage of material, but

the material means allocated to the various activities that Affect a term

project, it is important to give higher priority to activities that have a

minimum float values, not just allocate material ready for immediate action,

techniques to analyze the project to determine the longest sequence of tasks

through the network project. Organizations today are increasingly using

virtual project management team. Their procurement expertise and materials

from around the world.
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Therefore, CPM and CCM process even more complicated than in the

past. A companies’ need to expand their profits or revenues forced many

things to optimize their resources. This make every organization develop

their functions of special procedures, and responsibilities in order to reach the

goals. Improve efficiency and productivity is always a key factor in

implementing changes.

Fly over Palur were right at the intersection of three sub-district border

Palur in Jaten, Karanganyar and Mojolaban. Activities of the project include

mobilization Palur flyover, drainage, earthwork, pavement widening work

and road shoulders, work grained and cement concrete pavement, asphalt

pavement work, job structure, job reinstatement and minor work, daily work,

and routine maintenance work.

This study will analyze the controlling time and cost by using CPM

approach on the project at Fly Over Palur in Surakarta.  Fly over Palur project

in Surakarta is the project between Indonesian goverment and PT Wijaya

Karya Tbk (the contractor). The number contract is No: HK.02.03-KSW/VI

2013/245, date 21 June 2013. The nominal cost of the contract is Rp

82.630.409.000 and the time is 540 days.

Based on the background of the study above, so this research entitled:

TIME AND COST CONTROLING USING CRITICAL PATH METHOD

(CASE STUDY AT PALUR FLY-OVER SURAKARTA).
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1.2. Problem Statement

Problem statement in this reseach is the application of CPM (Critical

Path Method) in project completion at Fly Over Palur in Surakarta to find the

optimal time and cost controlling.

1.3. Research Questions

The research questions are:

1. How is rescheduling in optimization of time on Fly over Palur of

Surakarta by using Critical Path Method (CPM)?

2. How is the implement of the normal and the crash of the cost on

flyover Palur in Surakarta by using Critical Path Method (CPM)?

1.4. Purpose of the study

The aims or purpose of this study are:

1. To analyze the remaining work items at month of 14th from  the project

starts

2. To analyze the remaing cost items at month of 14th after the project

start

3. To resecedule and to optomoze time and cost using Critical Path

Method (CPM).
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1.5. Scope of the Research

Limits of this thesis as follows:

1. Case studies done on the job flyover Palur

2. Analysis of time for such work done is work mobilization, drainage

works, earthworks; pavement widening work and road shoulders, work

grained and cement concrete pavement, asphalt pavement work,

employment structure, job reinstatement and minor work, daily work,

and maintenance work routine.

3. The data obtained from the case study project implementation work

Palur Karanganyar


